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Details of Visit:

Author: Asian Playboy
Location 2: Maida Vale
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 3 Feb 2013 13:30
Duration of Visit: 30
Amount Paid: 70
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: House of Divine
Website: http://www.houseofdivine.com
Phone: 02035890126
Phone: 07725740234

The Premises:

Small flat but clean and easy to find

The Lady:

Pictures on HOD are an accurate relection of how she looks like

The Story:

After much debate I decided to have one more punt before attending my first LMP party.

I chose to punt with Millie from House of Divine because I havent had any sexual experiences with
a black girl before and fancied a change... The flat was easy to get to after some initial confusion.
(Knocked on the wrong door).

She entered the room and was quite attractive. I engaged with some DFK while I dressed down to
my t-shirt and boxers. Her DFK was pretty decent. She then asked me to remove my clothes. I got
totally naked. After doing so Millie suddenly says "You need to eat more?" (Background info, I've
been abnormally thin my whole life due to having chrons disease.).

I was taken aback by the comment but chose to ignore it and carry on with the fun. Unfortuantly as I
lay down she mentioned it again and said "Dont you eat? You need to eat more..." The frustrating
thing was I tried to ignore it but she went back to it. I think she mentioned it a total of 3 times. After
that I told her I had chrons disease and she said "Sorry, I didnt know.".

The apology wasnt too sincere and the whole thing did dappen the mood of the whole punt for me.
I've now punted with 30-35 girls and none has ever mentioned my weight. Only a couple about my
chest but in a curious "Why is your chest like that?" way (I have an abnormal chest to add to the list
lol). But the way Millie said it was neither playful nor curious.

It's quite a shame... If the comment wasnt made I probably would have enjoyed the punt alot more
and really let myself go. But it felt like a small kick the ego. It made me feel very unattractive and
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gave me the impression if I wasnt paying, she wouldnt see me because of my weight.

On other punts I've been on girls will often compliment me on being good looking (Im average) and
sometimes saying I have a big dick (Again, im average) But it adds to the fact they are trying to
please me by being nice to me. Even if they arent particularly true. When I get the reverse, the punt
never goes down well.

On to the gritty details: Her OWO was the best I've ever had. And the sex was good. But to be
honest... I left HOD probably on more of a downer then feeling good about myself.

After posting this I'm sure Millie will probably read it and my advice would be to avoid talking about
anything negative with a punter. But with her experience im surprised she did mention my weight...
After all im sure escorts see punters of all shapes and sizes.

If I could pick a negative or positive review. I would say neutral leaning towards negative ever so
slightly... If you love OWO, this is the girl for you. But if a great attitude and connection is important
to you... I'm not so sure.

When I think of this punt, I dont think of it as the greatest OWO I have ever got, but the worse
comment I've got from a WG. Unfortuantley doesnt give me much confidence to try a LMP.
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